Special Waiver and Acknowledgement required for study
GREECE ~ Summer/Fall 2018

As a condition of, and as consideration for, my studying abroad under the auspices of Wesleyan University’s Office of Study Abroad, either on a Wesleyan-administer program or another program, I agree to the following assumption of risk and release and waiver. I understand and agree that no oral representations can or will alter the contents of this document, and that if any portion of this document is deemed unenforceable, all other provisions remain in full force and effect.

I affirm that I am age 18 or older.

Assumption of Risk:
I understand that participation in a study abroad program involves risks not present on Wesleyan’s Middletown, CT campus. For initiatives abroad these include, but are not limited to, risks inherent in travel to and from, and within, a foreign country, and risks resulting from different:

- legal, economic, social, political, and law enforcement conditions;
- standards for the safety and maintenance of both private and public buildings and conveyances, including different standards for the accessibility and accommodations of persons with disabilities;
- standards for the availability and provision of medical care;
- weather conditions; and
- educational systems and expectations

I understand these risks and accept and assume them as a condition for my participating in such a program. I acknowledge that my participation in that program is voluntary.

General Release and Waiver:
I, for myself, and for my heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, release and waive any and all claims arising out of my participation in a study abroad program led by a Wesleyan faculty or staff member that I may have, now or in the future, against Wesleyan University, its employees or agents, including, but not limited to, claims for damage to or loss of property, consequential damages, violation of civil rights, personal illness or injury, or death.

I understand that Wesleyan University, including the leader of the off-campus initiative, does not administer or control all aspects of such initiatives, and that other providers of goods or services in this connection are not agents of Wesleyan or under its control.

Medical Release and Authorization:
I assume all risk and responsibility for my medical needs while a participant in a Wesleyan approved or administered Study Abroad Program, and acknowledge that Wesleyan is not responsible for the provision and quality of medical treatment or hospital care that I receive while such a participant.
In the event of a medical emergency, however, I authorize Wesleyan to take any action deemed in good faith to be necessary for my health and safety. I assume full financial responsibility for, and release Wesleyan, including the leader of such initiative, from any and all liabilities resulting from the good faith exercise of this authority.

I understand that Wesleyan has the authority to contact my parent/guardian about my physical or mental health while I am abroad if it is deemed advisable to do so.

I authorize Wesleyan, including the leader of the program, to determine whether it is in my best interests or those of Wesleyan or the program that I return home.

I have read the U.S. Department of State Travel Country Information page concerning travel to Greece by U.S. citizens.

I understand and acknowledge that:

- I am required to sign the Assumption of Risk and Release and Waiver form and other forms required for Wesleyan approved study abroad programs generally because I will be a registered Wesleyan student while studying in Greece; and that references to Wesleyan’s permission to, and approval of, study abroad in those forms means only that Wesleyan has agreed to give me credit for approved courses I satisfactorily complete in Greece;

- Wesleyan University is in no way responsible for my health, safety or security while in, and while traveling to and from, Greece;

- In spite of my being encouraged to follow the advice of the on-site coordinator and regardless of any advice that is given, neither Wesleyan nor the on-site coordinator is responsible for my health, safety or security while in, or while traveling to and from, Greece; and that

- Should I decide to leave Greece before the end of a program because of health or safety concerns, or for any other reason, Wesleyan will not be obligated to give me credit for a partial semester of study or a refund of tuition or any other fees.

I am aware of the specific risks of travel to, and in, Greece, as detailed below:

- petty and opportunistic crimes
  - pickpocketing
  - bag-snatching
  - luggage theft

- card-skimming (usually via ATMs)

- terrorist-related activity
• student-led, ultra-leftist, and anti-austerity protests and rallies (especially on symbolic, anniversary dates)

• frequent public sector strikes and industrial action demonstrations that cause significant disruption to public transport

• strained Greece-Albania relations and diplomatic disputes with Macedonia

• illness including:
  • Crimean-Congo Fever
  • hantaviruses
  • Hepatitis A
  • HIV, Hepatitis B and C, STDs
  • Leishmaniasis
  • malaria
  • rabies
  • tickborne encephalitis
  • West Nile Virus

• altitude sickness

Student Signature: ________________________________
Student Name Printed: ________________________________
Date: ________________________________